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A small hole in the fence, that’s all it took
for a great, fun adventure to start. Curious
animals from a nearby ZOO set out to
explore a neighbouring house. They’re going
to search six rooms in total, enjoying their
visit immensely. They’ll take a taste of many
goodies, have a nap, crawl inside wardrobes,
climb on shelves, even jump into the bathtub.
Find all 86 animals that have hidden
themselves inside this generously illustrated
interactive book for small readers, and learn
many interesting facts!
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Kitchen

A thievish paw is holding onto the cabinet
door. Which foodie has climbed up there
to look for something to eat?

A small animal with thick
fur and long shaggy tail has
curled up in the freezer. It
must be used to freezing
temperatures. What can it be?

Some fans of nectar are circling
around the flower bouquet:
a beautiful butterfly and a fruit bat.
Its wings resemble an umbrella.

A small squirrel monkey
doesn’t enjoy juicy food. That’s
why it dries it out first, using its
tail instead of a dish towel.

HIS

Do you see? The oven light
is on! Can you hear? There’s
something inside, hissing! Could
it be a cake, baking? Or is it
some hissing fan of heat?

SS!

An empty honey jar! What kind of
a big, brown, hairy creature crawled
between the kitchen cabinets in
order to get this goodie?

A fop in black tails and
a white breast has sat
down to feast in the
fridge. Can you see the
leftovers? Which coldloving fish-enthusiast is
hiding here?

The sweet-smelling fruit has attracted
a couple of gourmets: a large tropical
butterfly and rose chafer who’d love
to feast on it.
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